Unit - 5
Once I saw a Little Bird

New Words
Bird , Hop,Stop,Tail, Window
Rhyming word
1) Hop –Stop
1) What did the child see?
Ans:The child saw a little bird.
2) What was the little birds doing?
Ans: The little bird shook his tail and flew away.
3) Do you see any birds around your school or your house?
Ans: Yes. I see many birds around my school and house.

Tick the right colour (Page no. 44)
1. The roof is pink/blue.
2. The walls are yellow/ red
3. The windows are green /
brown.
4. The door is blue/ green.
5. The dustbin is pink/ green.
6. The plants are green/ orange.
7. The floor is grey / brown.
H.W. – Collect the pictures of different kinds of birds and
draw and colour the National bird.

Mittu and the yellow mango

2)Mittu and the Yellow Mango

New words
Black, crow, mango, parrot, balloon, burst, noise, shout,
afraid, yellow, beak, clever.
Opposites
1.
2.
3.
4.

Happy x sad
Clever x stupid
Black x white
Big x small

Answer the following
1. What did Mittu see on the tree?
Ans: Mittu saw a yellow mango on the tree.
2. Who was Mittu?
Ans: Mittu was a parrot.
3. What did the big black crow say?
Ans: The big black crow said “caw,caw go away”.
4. What did Mittu see under the tree?
Ans: Mittu saw a red balloon under the tree.
5. Do you like eating Mangoes?
Ans: Yes.
6. Do you like green mangoes?
Ans : No. I don’t like green
mangoes as it has sour taste.
7. Do you like yellow
mangoes?

Ans: Yes. I like yellow mangoes as it has sweet taste.

Colour the chilli red and the parrot in colours of your choice.

Trace the path of the lady bird.

Grammar
Vowels and consonants:
The English alphabet has 26 letters
a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,I,j,k,l,m,n,o,p,q,r,s,t,u,v,w,x,y,z. Of the 26
letters, 5 are vowels and 21 are consonants. The letters
a,e,I,o,u are vowels. b,c,d,f,g,h,j,k,l,m,n,p,q,r,s,t,v,w,x,y,z all
other letters are called consonants.
Write the missing letters
M_n
H_n
p_n
l_g
s_n
d_t
B_g
p_ g
f_sh
b_x

Fill in the blanks with consonants
_u_
_ _i_
a_ _
e_ _

_o_

Naming words
The name of the person or place always begins with a capital
letter.
Circle the naming words
School
Ritu
tea
temple
John
Delhi
tiger Shyam
jump

run

Write the name of the following person (start with a capital
letter)
1. Your Father
_________________________
2. Your Mother
_________________________
3. Your Grand Father
_________________________
4. Your Grand Mother
_________________________
Make correct pairs
Ex: Cats and dogs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

True and false
Yes or no
Pants and shirt
Front and back
Lock and key
Fruits and vegetables

Fill in the name of the months
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

My birthday is in the month of ____________
The fourth month of the year is ________________Christmas falls in the month of ___________
____________- the first month of the year.
We have summer holidays in _______ and ________.

Poem Comprehension
Frogs jump, caterpillars hump
Worms wriggle, bugs jiggle
Rabbits hop, horses clop
Snake slide, sea gulls glide
Deer bounce, kittens pounce
Lions stalk, but-I walk.
Answer the following
1. Write the name of all animals given in the poem.
Ans : Frogs, Caterpillars, Worms, bugs, rabbits, horses,
Snake, Sea gulls, Deer, Kittens, Lions.
2. Write the rhyming words.
Ans: Jump, hump, wriggle, jiggle, hop, clop, slide, glide,
bounce, pounce, stalk, walk.
Poem Comprehension
Once I saw a little bird,
Coming hop, hop, hop.
So I cried out little bird,
Will you stop, stop, stop.
I was going to the window.
To say how do you do?
But it shook its little tail,
And away it flew.

Write the rhyming words from the poem.
1. Hop – stop
Make a sentence with the given words
Little: Once I saw a little bird
Bird: I like birds.
Window: I was going to the window.
Tail: It shook its little tail.
Guided Composition
School bag
This is my school bag.
It is green in colour
It has two big pockets for
keeping books and notebooks.
It also has two small pockets for keeping my tiffin box
and pencil box.
My father gifted it to me on my birthday.

H.W.
Write the Composition on the topics given
1) My father
2)My water bottle

Story Comprehension

Once upon a _________________, there was a ____________ .It
was very __________ .It was looking for ______________.It saw a
_______________ of water in the garden.The pot had very
_____________ water.It threw _____________ into it. Tuk
,tuk,tuk,tuk.The ___________ came up.The crow
_______________ the water and _____________
away.Caw,caw,caw.

Self –introduction

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
1)What is your name?
My name is __________________________
2)What is your father’s name?
My father’s name is _____________________
3)What is your mother’s name?
My mother’s name is _____________________
4)Are you a boy or a girl?
I am a ____________________________
5) How old are you?
I am

__________________________________

6)In which school do you study?
I study in ____________________________________
7)Which is your favourite subject?
Myfavourite subject is_______________________________
8)Which is your favourite colour?
My favourite colour is ______________________________.

